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This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying welcome to Arts and Africa. 

And it ~~sin Arts and Africa only a few weeks ago that we heard 
Professor Bethwell Ogot describing the grand UNESCO projected History of 
Africa. The first two volumes of the series had just been published and 
between them they span the centuries from the earliest people in. Africa 
to just before the birth of the Prophet. Future volumes will bring the 
history of the continent right up to the present day and it's the last 
hundred years that M1ck Delap of the BBC Africart Service is going to be 
talking about. To be precis~ - about the South African city of Johannesburg 
and its last hundred years. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

THE CHRIS MCGREGOR GROUP 

A musical evocation of city life in Johannesburg - The Chris 
McGregor Group with Chris McGregor on piano and Dudu Pukwana on alto sax. 

It I s common thes.e days for people to say with approval that they 
could hardly recognize such and such a city when they revisited it after 
a number of years. I've heard that said of quite a few cities in Africa. 
Now I'm all for the convenience of modern living but I have a respect for 
the past, too, so I've been very interested in the argument'S:; that Mick 
Delap has been putting forward for preserving more of the past than can be 
fitted into a museum. His thoughts on the matter were prompted .. by a 
vj_sit he paid to Johannesburg at the turn of the year. Many of the 
cities of South Africa - Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, Durban - have two or 
three. hundred years of history. As he explains, Johannesburg isn't one 
of them. 

MICK DELAP 

There was nothing there one hundred years ago. Then came the 
gold and then came the migrant labourers who mined the gold. The whites 
flocked in and today you've got this marvellous, modern city with 
skyscrapers ~•Egoli II they cal l it, the city of gold. 

The buildings that housed the first migrant workers for instance 
or the buildings that housed the first whltes, all very often living to
gether in areas of central Johannesburg which are now completely 
segregated, thosebuildings, I found, have either gone or are going at a 
tremendous rate. Doornfontein, which is very near the central business 
district, for instance, was until about 1940 a mixed area and then it was 
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cleared and people were pushed out towo.rds Soweto. It's a rather grimy 
place full of great big warehouses, run-dovm looking businesses and 
occasionally, just occasionally, you see a little church that was build 
in 1895 or 1900. Occasionally you see a little, corrugated-iron roof 
with lovely fretwork coming dovm the side, the kind of thing you see in 
Sierra Leone for instance, in Freetown. That again is a survivor from 
the past. There is a marvellous book .cEJ.lled 'The Marabi Dance' by 8. 

man called Dikobi which is all about the 19301 s Doornfontein. 

We know nbout that but you can't see it any more. The segregation 
which has been created and the economic pressures of _developing a modern 
city, have both combined just to sweep all this away. It is the city 
of gold - Johannesburg - nnd it's built out of the sweat and blood of 
mine labourers who have come in from thousands of miles away and have 
lived there for a short period as contract workers and have then gone 
away again. Now to house those workers, perhaps hundreds, perhaps a bit 
more, these mining compounds were built and that is really what hus kept 
Johannesburg going. They're still in use many of them. They are now 
also being either modernised or destroyed and yet they are absolutely 
the foundation of today's society. 

I went round one, the Municipal Workers compound. This wc.s1Vt a. 
mine compound, it was where people cnme in to clean the streets nnd to 
build Johannesburg were housed. It was quite amazing. It's right in 
the heart of downto\'m Johannesburg. · Agninst one side of it there is 
the great big, yellow wnll of one of the mine dumps where the stuff where 
after they have finished working the gold, they shove the wast on these 
great big mountnins,of spoil. Against that wall there is this big, square 
compound with G. single, outside wall and no windows, just one ga-re as you 
go inside and today it's completely deserted. It's a ghost area and you 
look around and ·see against all of this outside wall, there are little 
hutches, little rooms about-twelve to fifteen yards wide and in each of 
those rooms there had been fifty or sixty people and in each of these 
individual rooms there were concrete slnbs like a cross between pigeon 
holes that you put letters in and a coffin. Two layers, a concrete side 
and each of those housed one person. There was no room for belongings: 
a coffin was more or less- what j_t was like, The memories that must 
have been there, the suffering, the nuJnber of people that must have 
died, the people who were wrenched from their homes, who were forced by 
economic necessity to come down from the rural areas of South Africa 
and neighbouring countries, who sweated away building the wealth that is 
Johannesburg today and that whole thing is just being wiped out and 
forgotten. 

ALEX TETTEH-LAHTEY 

Isn't -this a general thing in Africa, our lack of sense of history1 

of preservation of historic places? Isn 1t that general? Or are you 
suggesting that there is something deliberate about the neglect of this 
kind of architecture in South Africa? 

MICK DELAP 

I think it is g:eneral in Africao Obviously, there are commercial 
pressures at work everywhere and it isn't just a question of apartheid 
and of an ideological attempt to wipe out the black past. It's just 
commercial pressure to a very large degree and it's happening in places 
like Lagos, the old Brazilian houses have presumably all gone nowadays .• 
It's probably happening in Dar-es-•Salaam. The more prosperous the .G;L ty, 
the worse the destruction. It's happening all over the world but it_is 
a particularly South Africnn problem in its attempt ·_to · separate societies 
that had become intermixec'l. - The Government has torn down area' after 
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area. Richard Reeve, the plaY'-.Jright, ·went back to Section Six where he 
grew up in Cape Town o.nd he wrote in t.staffrider 1 

, • this magazine in 
South Africa that has such a wide readership now it publishes black 
literature, he wrote as he looked around the desolation, the white area 
that was being created out of his o~m coloured home words to the effect: 
"Why do they have to tear .down my past?". 

That is happening but also very interestingly both black and white 
South Africans seem to look beyond this real period that created modern 
South Africa, this last one hundred yearso Whites look back to the 'Great 
Trek' if they are Afrikaaner-speaking or they look back to the 1820 
settlers if they're English-spea1~ing. Blacks look back to great h~ros 
like Shaka who was· ngo.-in at the beginning of the nineteenth century. 
There's no real sense of apprecib.tion of the fact that today's society . 
wos created out of the ordinary efforts of thousands and thousand$ of 
people. And it is not only that it's being lost in terms of buildings, 
because there is this rejection of the past. Rejection of the past by 
blacks, I think partly because history has been exploited terribly by 
white society to push the white view of things. Because there is thi s 
suspicion, there is no literature available. In other parts of Africa 
yau would probnbly find that there were historians at work looking _not, 
just c2t the pre-colonial past but also at the 1900's, the 1920's; people 
who ·went away to wnr c.nd came bo.ck. All this kind of thing is being talked 
about, people's memories are being 1v\l!'i tten do·wn, there are probably novels 
being w.citten abr·.·l,t it. You don't get that in South f.fricao 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Isn't this, in a way, a reflection of the sense of division of 
modern times. The whites who would rather have apartheid effectively 
oper ating wouldn't like this -,eriod, that is the period since the turn of 
the century, wouldn ' t like this period of unity or oneness remembered. 
And the blacks for their o\-m reasons also wouldn't- like to remember this, 
they would :ike to ·remember the days when -they were one nation on their 
own. 

MICK DELAP 

I think you're absolutely right. I thinl{·the whites are trying to 
wipe.out any idea that they depend on -blacks and .yet there is this period 
in the immediate past when they were living toge·ther, working together · and 
blc,ck labour was creo.ting their society. Blacks, I think '.for t~e 9ame 
reason, 2re desperately trying to crea-'e their o~m identity. and it's easier 
to go back and look at n period when blacks ruled their own states, 
created their states, •,11"sre historical figures , were h~r¢es_. . .It was 
uncomplicated,. it -v.ms ea$y and it I s a rallying cry. But I think ·it is · 
changing. I think although you're not getting.many black historians in 
South Africa because black academic life is so bcidly hit by the system, 
p~ople are begiru.1ing to say: "Well the generatinn that I s dying out, -they 
have got memories, maybe we shouldn't let those memories die aw3.y". · 

There is the occasional novel coming out and I mentioned this 
book, "The Mnrabi Dance" by a man cnlled Dikobi. He was a municipal 
worker. He i,'-rrote that book in one of these compounds, in one of these 
little rooms, on little bi ts of paper ··he pieced together this book about 
life in Johannesburg in the 1930 1 s aµd it's one . of the few South African 
bla.ck novels which do look ··back. .And the modern generation of writers 
is just · beginning to ,vri te down the histroy, first of all in immediate 
terms , e.g., "I was there, I saw this happening and_ I remember what it 
was like to be moved, I remember what it wo.s like to work. in a mine", 
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thip type of thing but I think out of that you will, move into .a much mor~ 
complex look at this immediate pnst. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY -
Well I think Sol Plaatje you must do justice to him, recorded 

some of these. 

MICK. DELAP 

There o.re nll sorts of individual figures but somehov1 there is a 
dislocation which is taking place. There's Sol Plaatje, there's a 
man called Herbert Dhlamine but because of the stresses of the last 
fifteen or twenty years, somehow things have got out of step and only 
now I get the feeling that black South Africans are getting bnck into 
step with their immediate·- past. 

£:1--EX TETTEH-Lfl..RT]X 

What use do they make of the oral traditon which is wide spread 
throughout Africa'? 

MICK DELAP 

Interestingly in South Africa, certainly in academic circles which 
really means white circles, ornl traditon is not taken seriously. White 
South African academics seei~l to be argueing, "Can you accept oral 
tradition?". Well everyone now in the rest of 1\frica says: "Yes .:.. with 
certain safeg·uards11 • You know, like any other historical tool you 1ve 
got to use it in a particu}ar way. In South Africa people ere only 
just beginning to: hnve that arguement and certainly as far as the history 
of the last hundred years goes, that oral tradition is only just now 
beginning to be written down. At the African Studies Centre at . 
Witwatersrand they have a very ambitious project going · to try and rescue 
the memories of blac~ rural based workers. There is a certain amount 
¼Titten down about black urban workers, people who were in the mines, 
and so on. There are some ncvels, some accounts by either visiting 
historians or by people who have made it their job to find out. Very 
little is knoi,,m about what happened to black agricultural workers; what 
happened in the black countryside. That is being written down now. The 
basic material is being rescued rather as you might . hope that some of 
the buildings might be rescued wb".Lch would then enable, in a ee-nse, black 
culture to get back into step with its past. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now o.part fro::-a the purely social significance of these buildings, 
have they any nrtist q~alities at all? . 

MICK DELAP . 

A mining compound is built to be as cheap a way of housing as many 
people as _possibl~- and I think its significance is much more an historical 
one. I mean, it .depends on how you look at places. I look at places 
very much as h~ving an almost spiritual connntation as well. You know, 
you can feel the people. If it's a place of great suffering or great 
holiness, you can feel it and I think a mining compound has that feeling 
about it. Some do. On straight architecturalmerits, some of the small 
houses with :the fretwork.are, obviously, -worth preserving but I would 
have thought really we are talking of historical and cultural significance 
rather than straight architectual merit. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

I was talking there to Mick Delap and it may be that people listening 
who live in fast growing towns and cities may want to start looking 
around to see which buildings, side streets and corners that epitomise 
the way people lived until quite recently, deserve preserving. 

More music from Johannesburg, this time it expresses the religious 
fervour of people who have left the countryside to come and work in the 
city. It was recorded at a Zionist gathering just outside Johannesburg. 
As we listen to it I'll say goodbye. This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey hoping 
you'll join me this time next week for more Arts and Africa. 

G?{t:MS 

MUSIC EXTR.ti.CT - ZIONIST GATHERING. 


